100+ Internet Marketing Softwares
- 1 Page Cheatsheet Generator
- AD Shake
- Ad Tracking Pro
- Ad Unit Pro
- AdWord Analyst
- Affiliate Ad Pro
- Affiliate Fire Extinguisher
- Affiliate Funnel Builder
- Affiliate List Builder
- Affiliate List Pro
- Affiliate Paymaster
- Affiliate PDF Brander
- Amazon Affiliate Pro
- Article Analyzer Software
- Article Indexer
- Article Rewriter Pro
- Article Site Builder
- Article Submitter
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- Auto Blog Feeder
- Auto Content Pro
- Automated Traffic Bot
- Auto Support Bot
- Backlink Finder
- Backlinks Warrior
- Blog Ad Pro
- Blog For Profits
- Blogging Ninja
- Blog Pop Bar Builder
- Blog Theme Generator
- Blurb+
- Bonus URL
- Boomerang List Pro
- Click Maximizer
- ClickMonkey
- Clipboard Spy Defend
-

CodeSumo

- ComboLok Squeeze Machine
- Competitor’s Ranking Pro
- Contentri
- Content Chain Gang System
- Conversion Equalizer
- Coupon List Builder
- Customer List Builder
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- Easy Banner Ad Rotator
- Easy Code Pro
- Easy Password Encryption
- Easy PR Booster
-

Easy SEO Ninja Software

- Easy Squeeze Page Tester
- Easy Upsell Pro
- Easy Voice
- Easy Web Visitor Counter
- Ecover Creator
- Email List Builder
- Email Protector
- Exit List Pro
- Find And Replace
- FTP Uploader
- Google Adword Evaluator
- Headline Maximizer
- Headline Studio
- HelpDroid
- How To Set Up Your Own Email Server
- Instant Dating Site
- Instant Content Creator
- Instant Empire Builder
- Instant Reseller
- Instant Squeeze Builder
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- Intelligent 404 Error
- Keyword Tool
- List Building Software
- List Cleaner
- ListX
- Magic Banner Bot
- Magic Pop Bar
- Massive Site Builder Package
- Master Shorty
- MiniMem
- Money Blog PRO WordPress Plugin
- OTO Popup Builder Software
- OTO Popup Pro
- PLR Article Builder Software
- Portable Color Schemer v.3
- Project Manager
- Prospect List Builder
- Push Magic PRO Edition
- Push Response Ad Campaign
- Really Easy FTP
- rFunnel
- Sales Page Sorcerer
- Script Zen
- Search Engine Detector
- Software Super Pack: Auto Support Bot, Azon Com Pro, Easy Keyword Pro. Easy Upsell Pro. Headline
Maximizer, Instant Affiliate Brander, Instant Article Builder, Instant Ebook Slicer, Software Profits
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Formula
- Testimonial Tool Software
- The 10 Minute Funnel Maker
- The Affiliate Marketers Toolkit
- Traffic Scorpion
- True Tags
- Turbo Dynamic URL
- Turbo Gif Animator
- TurboZon Builder
- TurboZon Builder Pro
- Viral Master List Builder
- Web 2.0 Traffic Generator
- Web Link Click Counter
- Web Photo Cash Saver
- Web Profit Doubler
- Web Traffic Spreader
- WP Baycom Pro
- WP List Pop
- WP Shield
- WP Sorceress
- Xyber Email Assistant
- YT Rank Analyzer
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 Page Cheatsheet Generator
Stop wasting time and start making money even faster. Create your cheat sheets in two steps, thanks to
our easy new software. Generate an unlimited quantity of profitable cheat sheets by entering
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just your name and one keyword. Creating cheatsheets requires no less than 2 hours.

But if you also put in the time needed to find something appealing, we are talking about a total of just 5
or 6 hours to get your product to the stage that it is ready to market. With all the hassle to find great
links, posting them in the right category, checking if everything works and then completing the
cheatsheet and converting it into PDF or HTML files... How much work.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- AD Shake
Ads and Offers on Your Website Can Be Worth Their Weight in Gold! But Only with a Program Like This…
Great marketers use lots of different ways to boost profits on their websites. And one trick that the best
use is Pop Bars.

Why? These customizable Pop Bars give you complete control to set them up and make them look
however you want them to. and shake is incredibly easy to use for popups and free offer forms. Create a
Pop Bar in minutes, add it to your site, and watch your sales grow!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Ad Tracking Pro
Ad Tracking Pro is a new unparalleled web statistics/ad management/scientific testing system designed
specifically to continually boost and downright explode your business. This isn't some basic "ad tracker"
or "service" that confuses you and wastes your time, this is a complete solution that will stick by your
side and speed up the rate at which your business grows!

With it, you will be able to test, measure and analyze all marketing campaigns and easily increase cash
flow. Without it, you risk floundering like a fish out of water, losing money on your marketing efforts
and wasting precious amounts of "profit time"!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Ad Unit Pro
Easily Create Your Own Ad Units To Promote Your Products Or Affiliate Programs - Then Insert Them
Into Your Websites Instead Of Low Paying Contextual Ads. More and more webmasters are becoming
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disillusioned with contextual ads.

Payouts have become smaller and smaller over time. Unless you've got a really good niche, you're
probably finding that most of your clicks are now paying just a few cents. The result is an
ever-decreasing income from your website.

So what can you do about it? How about putting your own ads on your own web pages instead? You can
then advertise your own products, your newsletter or any affiliate program. Our powerful Ad Unit Pro
software makes it easy to create these ads.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- AdWord Analyst
Get Ready to Give Your Business a Huge Upgrade, Because You're About to Discover the Time Saving,
Profit Boosting Magic of. I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a quick description of
this incredible program. This easy to use software can help you quickly and easily analyze all of your
AdWords campaigns. Know at-a-glance if your campaigns are making money or costing you a small
fortune in losses.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Affiliate Ad Pro
Here's How You Can Get Your Affiliates Selling MORE Of Your Products By Providing Them With Instantly
Branded Text Ads, Image Ads, and Banners. You probably already know that getting affiliates to promote
your products or services is the single most powerful marketing solution in existence. Many of the
Internet's top marketers generate thousands, or even millions of dollars, just by having affiliates send
traffic to their sites.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Affiliate Fire Extinguisher
If You're Using ANY Other Software That Claims To Boost Your Affiliate Commissions, You're Almost
Certainly Burning A Large Proportion Of Your Own Commissions, Without Even Realising It. Most people
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online have now heard about the benefits of securing affiliate links by hiding them inside special redirect
pages, cloaking pages or something similar.

Many people use some sort of software to create these solutions, which can be anything from a simple
page generator to a sophisticated $100+ script. However, there is one important piece of information
that you will never find mentioned on any web page selling these types of tools.

If you're currently using any tool/script to hide your affiliate links, it is very likely that for some affiliate
links, you are actually reducing your commissions by up to 50% - instead of boosting them!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Affiliate Funnel Builder
Affiliate Funnel Builder is a Windows software that allows anyone to create Complete Affiliate Funnels
with just some clicks. Yes, just follow some simple steps and you'll be able to quickly create solid affiliate
campaigns to promote any kind of product (ClickBank, JVZoo, WarriorPlus, etc) as a Pro.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Affiliate List Builder
Here's How You Can Easily Build Your Own List Through Your Affiliate Links - All On Autopilot. If you're
interested in building your own mailing list, you're going to love this software. To see what it does, I'd
like to ask you to pick a website and enter its web address into the box below - then click the button.

You can choose any website - your own site, or any other site you want. Don't worry, there are no tricks.
All that will happen is that a new browser window will open showing your chosen website - but with one
big difference... My opt-in signup form will appear right over the top of the website.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Affiliate List Pro
Our Affiliate List Builder tool makes it quick and easy to add all these different types of popups to your
affiliate links. For all the different types of popups, you have complete control of how the popup
behaves. Affiliate List Builder displays a popup signup form page which is actually just a normal HTML
web page. This means that you can create it yourself using any HTML editor. However it's much easier to
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use our simple "Signup Form Page Creator" tool.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Affiliate Paymaster
Many affiliate programs are now making payments via PayPal, as a quick and easy way to transfer
money. If you are already doing this or are considering this, you will love our special Affiliate Paymaster
software.

PayPal offers a facility called "Mass Pay", designed for making lots of payments, however this is not
available in all countries.

For many marketers, it can also be quite daunting to use as this is a rather technical system which
transfers large sums of money to lots of different people automatically.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Affiliate PDF Brander
Here's How You Can Promote All Your Products And Services On Autopilot Using The Power Of Viral PDF
Reports. Did you know that there is a simple, well-proven formula for promoting almost any product or
service, with minimal cost and effort?

Here it is in a nutshell...
1. Create a high quality ebook or report which promotes your product or service

2. Set up an affiliate program paying commission on sales

3. Let your affiliates brand your ebook with their affiliate IDs and then give away or sell the ebook to
others
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This simple but highly effective strategy has already been used countless times to generate massive
sales for all sorts of products and services.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Amazon Affiliate Pro
Here's An Easy Way To Make More Money From Your WordPress Blogs, By Adding Self-Updating
Amazon Bestseller Ads To Your Blog Posts. If you're looking for an easy way to increase the profits from
your blogs, you'll be very interested in our new Azon Com Pro software.

This easy to use software inserts ads at the end of your blogs posts, showing a selection of the latest
bestselling Amazon products relating to your niche. These ads update automatically every day, so your
blog always shows the very latest bestselling products for your niche.

And all the ads include your Amazon affiliate ID, so you earn commissions on any resulting sales - giving
your blog an instant profit boost.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Article Analyzer Software
Get More FREE Search Engine Traffic From Your Content By Instantly Analyzing Its Keyword Density With
A Few Clicks. Get More Targeted Search Engine Traffic With Articles Optimized To Give You Prized
Rankings That Pour In Sales. If You Regularly Write Articles, Press Releases, Blog Entries, Or Any Type of
Content You Publish On The Web, Then You Can Dramatically Increase Your Search Rankings With
Amazing New Tool That Ensures Your Content Is Ready For The Search Engines.

To Reap Large Amounts Of Search Engine Traffic You Must Get Your Keyword Density Exactly Right. Of
course, you can go through all of your articles and compute your keyword density manually. But, this
takes forever with more than one or two articles.

Or you can make sure you have the perfect density every time and within seconds using a new tool
called, Article Analyzer. Article analyzer is a piece of software that automatically computers the exact
keyword density with a few clicks of your mouse. As a result, you can rest assured your articles are
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optimized to claim profitable search engine rankings.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Article Indexer
If You Manage Any Large Content Sites, Then This Amazing New Tool Saves You Hours of Time. Discover
How You Can Pop Thousands of Your Articles Into Pre-Designed Web Pages And Upload Them To The
Web With A Few Clicks of Your Mouse. Never Spend Hours Manually Inserting Your Articles Into Web
Pages Again. Now, You Can Save Countless Hours Of Time With New Autopilot Software.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Article Rewriter Pro

Here's A Quick And Easy Way To Create A Virtually Unlimited Number Of Unique New Articles From Any
Set Of Off-The-Shelf Private Label Articles, Or From Any Ebook. All With Just A Few Mouse Clicks. More
and more people are creating their own websites containing videos or other forms of active content,
such as games.

The problem with this sort of website is that there is nothing on the page to attract search engines.
Search engines like text that gives them an indication of the content - preferably unique. But creating
suitable text is time-consuming. And with video and game sites, visitors are only interested in the videos
or games. Most visitors will not even look at any text.

Our new Article Rewriter Pro software offers a quick and easy way to create suitable text, with minimal
effort.

------------------------------------------------------------------------ Article Site Builder
Discover The Ultimate Lazy 3-Step Formula For Building Your Own Profitable Mailing List On Autopilot.
Take A Website With Articles On (Such As A Content Site Or Your Newsletter Archive). Run Your Copy Of
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Article Site List Builder And Click A Few Buttons. Sit Back And Watch Your Mailing List Simply Build Itself
On Autopilot. It just cannot get any easier than this!
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Article Submitter
Article Submitter is the Fastest and Easiest way to get your articles posted on hundreds of article
directories without spending hours and hours on the manual labor of doing so!

Use Article Submitter and your articles to establish yourself as an expert in your particular area. Use
Article Submitter and your articles to make more sales. Use Article Submitter and your articles to
generate more traffic. Use Article Submitter and your articles to increase your Google Page Rank. Use
Article Submitter and your articles to boost your Alexa rating.

If you have always wanted to be able to quit your day job and break into the Internet Marketing world
"Article Submitter" is a great way to do it! Article Submitter has 138 Auto Fill article directories for you
to start posting your articles to! It also has an additional 25 Manual fill articles directory sites as well.

You will have the ability to edit the included Article Directory submissions sites! What if one of them
closes down... you just delete it from the list of directories in the software. What if another Article
Directory site starts up that you want to submit to?

You just use the Add Directory button and add as many additional sites to the software as you can find.
We have 163 Directory sites already loaded in but you are welcome to load in as many more as you
wish.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Auto Blog Feeder
Watch New Content Get Added To Your Blog Every Single Day, In Any Niche You Choose For The Next 8
Years, With Only 3 Mouse Clicks! New "Set It And Forget It" Technology Automatically Drip Feeds Fresh
New Content Into Your Blog For As Long As You Choose! How Would You Like To Build The Biggest Blog
In Your Niche With 3 Simple Clicks Of Your Mouse, Just One Time?
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ Auto Content Pro
Auto Content Pro allows you to harness the power of so-called "Javascript Feeds". Many sites offer
Javascript feeds, including several of the top article directories. To use a Javascript feed, you simply visit
the appropriate article directory site, select a few options and then paste the supplied snippet of code
into your web page. Instantly you get automatically updated content shown on your web page.

It really is that easy. If you're not using feeds on your websites, you are missing out BIG TIME on the
huge benefits of this powerful technology. The search engines love them - and with regular new content
on your site, your visitors will love them too. Using feeds really is a complete "no-brainer", especially as
we have made it so easy to add them to your websites.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Automated Traffic Bot
Is your site achieving the Search Engine rankings you need to keep your business afloat? The Biggest
Yahoo! Secret That No One Is Telling You & How To Snag Thousands Of Visitors Using This Simple Trick!
Increase rankings, Traffic, and Sales Today.

Would you like to increase your search Engine Rankings without complicated SEO? If you are tired of all
the complicated search engine information out there, you're far from alone! In fact, most people just
plain give up on SEO because it's so complicated.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Auto Support Bot
You can program all sorts of keyword based answers into the chat bot. But in practice, visitors could ask
almost any question - and the chat bot may not be able to provide a proper answer. But the software
has a solution for this. If the chat bot cannot answer the question, it displays the following message (you
can change the message contents if you wish).
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I'm sorry I do not have an answer for that question. If you enter just your email address in the box, I'll
forward your question to customer support - Or you can enter another question for me. Even if the chat
bot is able to reply, it may not always get it right, so after each reply, it adds the following message (you
can change the message contents if you wish).
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Backlink Finder
Discover An Easy To Use Software Tool That Finds UNLIMITED Relevant Backlinks... With A Few Clicks Of
Your Mouse. Yes, it's true. You can get more backlinks faster using automation, so you can radically
increase your traffic and profits without breaking a sweat. It's SUPER easy to do, once you have the right
tool for the job...

More traffic, more sales, more income... and even higher search engine rankings. All of this is yours for
the taking, once you use this powerful software. Plus, you'll no longer have to struggle or waste your
time finding and getting backlinks...

Instead, you can just fire up this handy software anytime you want and literally cherry picks the best
backlinks. Right now other Internet Marketers are getting backlinks, generating traffic and making
money while you're trying to figure what you should do next.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Backlinks Warrior
Discover An Easy To Use Software Tool That Finds UNLIMITED Relevant Backlinks, With A Few Clicks Of
Your Mouse. Yes, it's true... You can get more backlinks faster using automation, so you can radically
increase your traffic and profits without breaking a sweat. It's SUPER easy to do, once you have the right
tool for the job.

More traffic, more sales, more income and even higher search engine rankings. All of this is yours for the
taking, once you use this powerful software. Plus, you'll no longer have to struggle or waste your time
finding and getting backlinks. Instead, you can just fire up this handy software anytime you want and
literally cherry picks the best backlinks.
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- Blog Ad Pro
Create Your Own Ad Units To Promote Your Products Or Affiliate Programs - Then Insert Them Into Your
WordPress Blogs. More and more webmasters are becoming disillusioned with contextual ads.

Payouts have become smaller and smaller over time. Unless you've got a really good niche, you're
probably finding that most of your clicks are now paying just a few cents.

The result is an ever-decreasing income from your blog. So what can you do about it? How about putting
your own ads on your own blogs instead? You can then advertise your own products, your newsletter or
any affiliate program. Our powerful Blog Ad Pro software makes it easy to create ads.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Blog For Profits
Your One Stop Shop For Getting Your Blog Profitable. Do you struggle to get traffic to your blog, is it a
trickle when you were hoping for a flood? Ignored by Google and relegated to the depths of the search
page rankings?

How Would You Like To... Uncover the secrets of giving Google the boot and generating traffic without
them. Find out why the old traffic strategies don’t work, and why the new methods are better, anyway.

Discover the secret to getting evergreen traffic that won’t dry up because of some algorithm change.
Learn how to get the best quality traffic you’ve ever seen without spending away all your profits.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Blogging Ninja
Get Ready to Give Your Business a Huge Upgrade, Because You're About to Discover the Time Saving,
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Profit Boosting Magic of. I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a quick description of
this incredible program. This is a powerful script that makes it super easy to create and maintain an
unlimited number of blogs. Plus, it allows you the ability to fully customize the look and feel of your blog
pages as well as define ads that get displayed at the top and bottom of the page (perfect for making
money with AdSense).

------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Blog Pop Bar Builder
Here's A Quick And Easy Way To Show High Impact Ads And Offers On Your WordPress Blogs. Are you
looking for an easy way to boost the profits from your WordPress blogs? Pop Bars offer a powerful,
proven solution that combines the power of popups, without the annoyance factor.

They can effectively be used to promote an ad or offer. And as you're about to see, they can be used for
much more too... You can create a popup in two minutes flat. Just enter the headline and text to be
shown on the popup, pick the colors, pick an image file and then paste in a signup form from your
autoresponder.

Click a button and you're complete, ready to use popup is generated instantly. The popup is a standard
HTML web page, so you can make changes to it if you want using any HTML editor.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Blog Theme Generator
With Blog Theme Generator, you can turn any photo into a complete blog theme in around 60 seconds.
Your theme must look professional - and it must be directly relevant to the niche or subject matter of
the blog. Now with our brand new Blog Theme Generator, you'll get loads of different ways to instantly
create great looking themes for all your WordPress blogs.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- Blurb+
Want More Sales? Get Great Testimonials from Customers. Here’s the Best Way... Testimonials are all
about social proof and credibility for your products, and they boost sales – Big time.

But you have to make it easy for your customers to give them to you or they’ll be worthless. That’s why
we created Blurb+. The easiest way for your best customers to give you a testimonial that rocks.

------------------------------------------------------------------------ Bonus URL
Allow us to introduce you to the solution you need in order to satisfy all the affiliates that stand on the
same podium like John Doe. This Miracles’ Software Allows Your Affiliates To Grab A UNIQUE URL of the
Bonus page On Your Site so they can direct their traffic to your product.

Once installed on your website, this software instantly allows your affiliates to register, add their
affiliate ID and their photo and start the magic. Affiliates can get a unique URL and send traffic to the
“affiliate branded” bonus page of your product that is hosted directly on your website. This will make
them feel special and recognized.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Boomerang List Pro
With this software, as soon as a subscriber fills in your subscribe form, the details are submitted to your
autoresponder as usual then the person's browser returns to the same point on your sales page so that
they can carry on reading.

A little message even appears on the page to tell them that they have been subscribed and that their
first email is on its way.

The Boomerang tool is quick and easy to use and works with all autoresponders (as long as they allow
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you to set a "thanks for subscribing" page).
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Click Maximizer
Transform Your Website Into a Click and Commission Generating Machine in Minutes. Add links to
unlimited keywords, Include or exclude detailed settings, Track displays, and clicks on every link,
Optimize your site for maximum clicks and Complete stats dashboard. Drive More Traffic To Your
Affiliate Links, Product Pages, or Anywhere You Want.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ ClickMonkey
Easily Track Responses To Any Ad You Place with ClickMonkey! You need to be able to track ad
responses to know if they are working for you. ClickMonkey is the best way to let you know exactly what
the responses are to your ads!

ClickMonkey is the easiest to use ad-tracking software available – and just as good as and even better
than some of the leading competitor’s ad trackers that cost 10 times as much!
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Clipboard Spy Defend
Most of the trojans/spyware bots record your activities... by taking screenshots of your computer. In
general, they use your clipboard to silently take screen captures of your activities and then, they send
these captures to the hackers that control the bot. And here's where this software can help you... adding
a second layer of protection to your system.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

CodeSumo
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How Would You Like to Turn Website Visitors Into Instant Subscribers? Building your own list of
subscribers is an essential part of establishing an online business. CodeSumo offers you a simple, but
highly effective way of doing that. Lead magnets are OK, but they don’t always convert subscribers.

But one thing that usually does? COUPONS! Everyone is looking for a great deal. Most people want
continued payback for signing up to your newsletter or list. And it’s as easy as giving the visitor a
“special” code to enter into a box.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ ComboLok Squeeze Machine
This software offers a neat twist on creating squeeze pages. Visitors have to enter a combination to
access download and they can Opt-In to be sent the access code to enter and get the download link.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Competitor’s Ranking Pro
Here Is What You Didn't Know... NOW YOU CAN EXPOSE THEM. YouTube decided that they did not want
to depreciate the power of tags as a ranking factor, so they simply started hiding the real tags on most
videos.

If you're looking in the video page source and see the tags in the "keyword" section of the source, then I
assure you that most of the time you aren't getting the actual tags used in that video.

I can also assure you that pretty much all of the software you have that pulls video tags for you is really
doing nothing more than what you were doing manually. Checking in the keyword section for the tags
that YouTube says it's using.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Contentri
The Fastest Way To Get SEO Optimised Content For Your Websites... Updated and Delivered
Automatically! Content is the fuel that can drive your site higher up on the Search Engines. And actively
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updated sites can make it skyrocket! But updates take a lot of work... Until now. This is the software
solution that regularly adds SEO optimized content to your web pages.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Content Chain Gang System
Force Your Web Site Visitors To Build An Unlimited Number Of Niche Targeted Content Websites For
You, On Your Command! The Amazing Content Multiplier Concept Of Content Chain Gang Produces
REAL, Unique & Valuable Content While You Sip Margaritas On The Beach!

Are You Ready For An Easy Way To Create Tons Of Hot Niche Targeted Content Web Sites? Have you
been listening to all of the Gurus out there that tell you that you need to write tons of content and it's
getting you nowhere?

Would you like to learn what the gurus are actually doing themselves to make a killing month in and
month out without writing? They have other people do the work for them! We call this visitor leverage...
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Conversion Equalizer
Finally, A Foolproof Method That Will Automatically Boost All Your Google AdWords Conversion Ratios
To The HIGHEST Possible Level. Here's one hard fact that no one is likely to dispute. There's a LOT riding
on your AdWords campaigns. And right at the top of the list? The cold hard cash it takes just to keep
your campaigns afloat.

That being the case, it's no wonder you're constantly seeking out methods which will increase the
amount of profit you ultimately gain. And most likely, new and innovative methods will continue to
surface, offering you additional ways in which to improve your AdWords campaigns. That's great. That's
exactly what you need in order to fine-tune your advertising efforts.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- Coupon List Builder
There's no rocket science in this solution. All you need (besides your own autoresponder) is our simple
Coupon List Builder software. To use this software, you simply create two versions of your sales page - a
normal sales page without the discount - and a sales page with the discount.

On the normal sales page you include a signup form for your autoresponder, so visitors can subscribe to
get the coupon code.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Customer List Builder
Here's The Ultimate Easy Way To Build Your Own Profit Generating Customer Email List On Autopilot.
This simple "set and go" system links directly with the popular Paypal payment service, automatically
adding your customer details as soon as they pay

Special bonus ... includes powerful fully automatic order record system to keep permanent, fully
searchable records of all your orders. As you probably know, it's much easier to sell things to existing
customers than to brand new prospects.

Once your business is established, many of your customers will buy from you time and time again. This is
why it's so important to build your own customer's email list so you can keep in touch with your
customers, tell them about new products and offer them special deals.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Easy Banner Ad Rotator
Showing the same ad on every page of your site means throwing away potential revenue. Ideally you
want each visitor to see your best performing ad on the first page they view, then different ads on
successive page views. Now there is an easy way to do this, with Easy Banner Ad Rotator. You can set up
a whole set of clickable banners or images. When a visitor arrives at your site, they'll see banner/image
1 on the first page they view, banner/image 2 on the second page they view, banner/image 3 on the
third page they view, etc.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- Easy Code Pro
Did you know that other websites may be "hijacking" your web pages right now? Even some of the
search engines have now started to do this. Hijacking is where your web page gets shown inside a
"frame" or "iframe", so that extra content from the hijacker is shown above, below, or next to the
contents of your page. You have no control of the extra content added by a hijacker. This extra content
can even contain ads for which the hijacker gets paid, allowing them to profit from your content.

It's particularly annoying when a search engine hijacks your pages because the hijacked versions of your
pages can show up in the search engine results, in preference to the normal versions of your pages.
Visitors from the search engine will never see the original versions of your pages - they will only see the
hijacked versions.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Easy Password Encryption
Bring Yourself Instant Peace Of Mind with This Clever Software For Windows And Finally Stay Protected.
Make it harder for hackers to access your accounts because hackers will need to get a hold of your
encrypted passwords.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Easy PR Booster
Effortlessly Optimize Your Sites Linking Structure To Send The Search Engines Wild, Devouring All of Your
Page and Giving Them Prime Search Rankings! Give Your Sites The Edge Needed To Beat Out Millions of
Other Pages With A Few Simple Tweaks To Your Links!
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Easy Squeeze Page Tester
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Easy Squeeze Page Tester offers an easy way to do this automatically. You just create two or more
different versions of your squeeze page and then upload them to your web host. The software will
automatically split your traffic between the pages, allowing you to determine which page is performing
better.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Easy SEO Ninja Software

No More Trial And Error. Now you can zero in on money-making keywords with laser precision. My
software handles my keyword research for me and it gives me the most profitable keywords EVERY
single time. It also allows you to perform deep analysis of the top 10 competing websites, complete with
Google backlink reports on each one.

And it even uncovers the best keyword ideas for domain names, so I rank at the top of Google with each
new website I launch. BUT the best part, it can do ALL of this for YOU too.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Easy Upsell Pro
With Easy Upsell Pro, you create a single web page (called a "template") which contains all the upsell
offers that you want to show to your customers. You can create more than one page if you want
differently upsells for different products, but most people only need one template web page, which is
used for all products.

You can create your page using any HTML editor. A standard page is supplied with the software, which
you can edit if you wish - or you can create a new one from scratch. You make the page look exactly as
you want, so it matches the look and feel of your website or business and inserts any upsell offers you
want.

The page is a complete thank you page, except that it does not contain any actual download links, just
some special text insert which indicates where the download links should appear.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Easy Voice
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Build Your List With a Software That Turns Your Content (PLR Articles, etc) into 1 or Many Audio Files
(Mp3's). Yes, get a product that your list will absolutely LOVE. See what Easy Voice can do for you and
your customers... Turn any Article into an MP3 audio file.

You can automatically split your content into many files (break them into many MP3's to add to
membership sites etc). Great to turn PLR content into something fresh. Use it to create "Bonus"
products on the fly, lead magnets and more! The possibilities are endless.

Yes, It's Not The Typical "Text to Speech" App. It also SAVES the Content into one or Multiple MP3's.
Most of the Text-to-Speech apps are just "Parrots" and they don't allow you to save the audio to an
.MP3 file.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Easy Web Visitor Counter
Here's A Quick And Easy Way To Discover Exactly How Many People Are Visiting Each Of Your Web
Pages. Easy Web Visitor Counter is an easy to use tool for tracking the number of visitors to a web page
or set of web pages. Simply upload the Easy Web Visitor Counter script to your web host and add a small
amount of code to the web pages.

The script page will then automatically maintain a count of the number of page views for each page and
the number of "new visitors" (i.e. the number of people who arrived at your site on that particular
page).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Ecover Creator
Create Amazing Professional Quality Cover Images In Under 3 Minutes With Just A Few Mouse Clicks.
Create Stunning Cover Boxes, CD’s, DVD’s, eBooks And More With The Amazing ecover creator. Quickly
and easily create 12 different Cover styles on the fly.

Not have to worry about installing complex or expensive action scripts. Import .psd, jpg, gif, bmp or .png
images directly into the software. Create amazing looking Covers with just a few mouse clicks. Save
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valuable time and money trying to learn other action scripts.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Email List Builder
Are you looking for an easy way to create complete squeeze pages and build your list? This software
gives you and your customers a simple solution for creating fully coded, ready to go squeeze pages by
filling in a form and clicking a button.

You can build any number of squeeze pages in any niche, so you can attract more subscribers that you
can market to repeatedly, continually promoting your products or affiliate offers. Just fill in the form
shown below and out pops a complete list building squeeze page that's generated instantly.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Email Protector
Get Ready to Give Your Business a Huge Upgrade, Because You're About to Discover the Time Saving,
Profit Boosting Magic of Email Protector. I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a
quick description of this incredible program... This is a very simple script that is used to safeguard your
email address from Web-based email harvesters.

Instead of announcing the information in your form code, your email address is safely "hidden" in a
separate PHP file. You can easily edit the contact page to match the look and feel of your website as well
as change or add any wording that you feel is necessary.

------------------------------------------------------------------

- Exit List Pro
I hope you can see the HUGE potential of using Exit List Pro in your business. It is quick and easy to set
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up and offers a powerful and effective solution for building your own mailing lists.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Find And Replace
If You Edit a Lot of Data Files, Then You Can Save Hours of Time. Discover How To Easily Edit Large
Amounts Of Your Web Documents In A Snap With Simple Point-And-Click Solution. Instantly Modify
Thousands of Web Pages or Text Documents Without Opening Anything and In Minutes.

Here's The Full Range of Benefits This Tool Provides:
Locates text or information anywhere on your computer or web server at lightning speed. Even if you
have thousands of documents, you can sort through them fast to uncover what you're looking for.

Ensures you don't lose any data while replacing text with an optional backup feature. Relax as you
change thousands of your web pages.

Automatically takes out any blank spaces that can prevent CGI scripts from functioning. This ensures
your editing is hassle-free.

Edits any type of web document you want, including those in HTML, text, PHP, and ASP format! This is
the ultimate time-saving tool for any webmaster.

Saves countless hours normally spent manually editing and updating your files. Your sites are kept
up-to-date and are reinvigorated with new life for more revenue.

Select the files you want to edit with a few clicks of your mouse! You don't have to open and modify
thousands of web page by hand.

Plus, much more.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- FTP Uploader
Get Ready to Give Your Business a Huge Upgrade, Because You're About to Discover the Time Saving,
Profit Boosting Magic of. I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a quick description of
this incredible program. An FTP client that is used for uploading large amounts of files to your website
without getting disconnected.

If you’re uploading a directory that has subfolders, the program will create the folders on your server
and upload them accordingly. The counting feature lets you know the number of files as well as the
common size of files.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Google Adword Evaluator
If you're advertising online using such platforms as Google AdWord, then this is a software that you're
needing. Google AdWord is one of the best-paid advertisers online where you can get hordes of traffic
to your website or business. This software will help you to do just this.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Headline Maximizer
This software will automatically show each of your headlines in turn to successive visitors to your site
and measure the response to each. Once each headline has been viewed by 100 visitors (or a different
number chosen by you), the test will stop.

The best performing headline will then be selected automatically - and then shown to all future visitors.
Getting the best headline for your offer just doesn't get any easier than this!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- Headline Studio
The Guaranteed Way to Increase Sales or Boost Subscribers From Your Squeeze Page. The secret to
maximizing sales and growing your list lies in the first thing your readers see on your squeeze page. Your
readers decide whether or not to read the text on your page based on the Headline being able to
capture their interest.

It’s one of the most important pieces of your page to get exactly right and should be tested for EVERY
one of your pages.

Every successful marketer will tell you the importance of trying different headlines on your sales and
squeeze pages in order to maximize your sales and opt-ins. Put simply, the headline on your page
determines whether people will even bother to read the rest of your page.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- HelpDroid
Give Your Visitors 24/7 Live Chat Support on Your Websites – Even When You’re Away… Frustrated site
visitors are one of the biggest reasons they leave your site. They may have an easy question that nobody
is there to be able to answer for them. That’s a wasted sale for you and a visitor that won’t become a
customer!

You need chat capabilities to be able to automatically answer them when you’re not there. But you’re
not there 24/7 so what to do? We’ve got you covered… HelpDroid will answer questions when there’s
no human around to.
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- How To Set Up Your Own Email Server
A Complete "How To Do It". Online PC-Video and Written Instructions. How To Set Up Your Own
Dedicated Email Server On Your Home/ Home Office Computer Tell All ONLINE-VIDEO. Broadband
connections (DSL, cable, etc.) have created an incredible opportunity for anyone who wants to run their
own DEDICATED EMAIL SERVER on their home computer.

I've seen ads from hosting companies that want $200+ A MONTH to host a dedicated email server. You
can do it from home as easy as logging onto eBay! And you can run your own server for LESS THAN $13!
(Not a year- TOTAL!)

Imagine how much money you can save running your own DEDICATED EMAIL SERVER? But that is not
the most significant benefit of running your own email server.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Instant Content Creator
Article Writing Has Never Been This Quick and Easy. Discover How You Can Effortlessly Kick-Out Killer
Articles That Make You Rich In Less Than 20 Minutes With Proven Step-By-Step Software To Show You
How. Dramatically Increase Your Sales By Creating Better Articles Customers Flock To Faster Than You
Ever Thought Possible.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Instant Dating Site
The dating and relationship niche is huge. Why not tap into it today with your very own making money
dating site. With this software, you'll be able to create your own complete video website within minutes
which you can then add Google Adsense as, Clickbank products and much more.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Instant Empire Builder
Here's A Quick And Easy Way To Build An Empire Of Niche Websites, By Harnessing The Power Of
Subdomains. Building your own profitable niche empire can be a great way to make money online. To do
this, you need to create lots and lots of separate niche sites, with each site generating a small profit.
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Added together these profits soon mount up. Many people who build sites like this buy a separate
domain name for each one, giving each site a separate identity for maximum search engine benefits.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Instant Reseller
Using products with resale rights (or PLR) can help your business grow in many ways. With PLR products
(or products with resale rights), you can make money in many ways. For example, you can add them to
your sales funnels, you can add more value to your offers, you can use them as affiliate bonuses and you
can even add them to your membership plus so much more.

But setting up the website that comes with these products... can be difficult and time-consuming. Not
anymore, because using Instant Reseller it will be the easiest and fastest way to resell any kind of
product with zero technical skills. Download today to start selling resale rights or PLR products today.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Instant Squeeze Builder
Easy To Use Software Creates Complete List Building SQUEEZE PAGES For All Your Funnels In A Matter Of
Seconds, Just By Filling In A Form And Clicking A Button.

Create Complete Squeeze Pages Automatically.
Simple, Easy To Use "1-Click" Software.
Fully Control All Aspects Of Your Pages.
Instantly Include An Image Of Your Offer.
Paste Your Signup Form With A Single Click.
Use On ALL Your Funnels For NO COST.
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Squeeze pages are the most powerful solution for turning ordinary visitors into highly profitable
subscribers. Instant Squeeze Builder is our brand new software that makes creating your squeeze pages
an absolute breeze. Just fill in a simple form and out pops a complete ready to use squeeze page
generated instantly with absolutely No Coding Required.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Intelligent 404 Error
Get Ready to Give Your Business a Huge Upgrade, Because You're About to Discover the Time Saving,
Profit Boosting Magic of Intelligent 404 Error. I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a
quick description of this incredible program... With this script, you can quickly and easily put a stop to
404 errors.

The specific reason I created this script was to make certain I wasn’t losing customers, orders, etc. The
way it works is pretty straight forward... if it doesn’t find the page it was looking for, it will simply
redirect the surfer to your home page.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Keyword Tool
Get Ready to Give Your Business a Huge Upgrade, Because You're About to Discover the Time Saving,
Profit Boosting Magic. I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a quick description of
this incredible program. The purpose of this is to generate multiple combinations of keywords which you
can further filter and then create a final "Master" list. The list can either be saved or exported as a file.
This is one program you definitely need to use in order to fully appreciate.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- List Building Software
We've all heard it many times online. The money is in the list. If you haven't heard this then you must be
new to the internet marketing. So, what you're needing is to build a list. With this software, you're going
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to be able to fast track your list building. Download this software today to help you build your list.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ List Cleaner
I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a quick description of this incredible program.
This is an extremely fast utility that can "clean" your keyword list in one second. It removes duplicates,
blank spaces, any keyword containing . ' , - & / www, and keyword phrases that are longer than five
words. It also sorts alphabetically. Allows you to take any number of existing keyword lists and "fix"
them in record time. Guarantees you have a clean and foolproof keyword list before using it to generate
massive website pages.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

- ListX
Build Your Email List FAST With Signup Forms From ListX and NEVER Lose a Sale! The problem with most
on-page and autoresponder signup forms are that as soon as your potential customer clicks “Submit” or
“Signup”, they go to a thank you page or somewhere else.

The ListX tool is quick and easy to use and works with all autoresponders (as long as they allow you to
set a “thanks for subscribing” page).
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Magic Banner Bot
Boost Your Profits, By Placing Your Own Moneymaking Ad Banners On Every Web Page You Link To. If
you market through blogs, forums, articles, Twitter, or any of the social sites, then you're going to
benefit from the new Magic Banner Bot.

This software solves one of the biggest problems with social/blog/article marketing. With these types of
marketing, you can't just promote your own sales sites and affiliate links all the time. If you do, you will
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likely lose all your visitors/friends/followers. And for social sites, you can even get banned from the site
altogether.

------------------------------------------------------------------------ Magic Pop Bar
Here's A Quick And Easy Way To Show High Impact Ads And Offers On All Your Websites. Are you
looking for an easy way to boost the profits from your websites? Pop Bars offer a powerful, proven
solution that combines the power of popups, without the annoyance factor. They can effectively be
used to promote an ad or offer. And as you're about to see, they can be used for much more too.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Massive Site Builder Package
Instantly Build MASSIVE Websites From Your Articles (PLR Articles etc) In 5 Min Or Less. Massive Site
Builder is a Windows software that allows anyone to create BIG websites (with 10’s or 100’s of pages)
with just a few clicks.

Yes, Just Pick Some Articles from Your PC, enter the URL of an Offer that you want to promote (your
product or an affiliate product – ClickBank, JVZoo, WarriorPlus, CPA, etc), and You’re Ready to Go.

------------------------------------------------------------------------ Master Shorty
Master Shorty is one of those must-have programs for all marketers. It provides you with a series of little
tools that we never think about until we need them and do not have them. You end up spending hours
of tedious work to do a simple task that software could do in less than a couple of minutes.

Now that you have your own copy of Master Shorty, you'll never end up breaking your flow because you
were stuck on some little task. Now you'll keep moving forward at full speed.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- MiniMem
First let me start by stating, MiniMem is not meant to replace a paid membership site system. It was
designed with “list building in mind”. Free membership sites are one of the best ways on the internet to
build a very loyal mailing list. People perceive a product as having much more value when protected by a
username and password. If they are "forced" to join a “membership site”, the person is much more
likely to hand over their "everyday" email address without a second thought. So therefore this is a
software that will help build your list using a membership site.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Money Blog PRO WordPress Plugin
The Money Blog Pro plugin is licensed for use on an unlimited number of blogs, so you can use it on
every blog you own, without paying any extra. Monetize Your Blogs The Easy Way... Adsense and
Amazon offer an easy way to get paid for your visitors.

You don't need to put in an effort to find suitable ads. Just let the system find suitable ads and serve
them up automatically. Although it is possible to add Adsense, and Amazon ad units to your blogs
manually using other solutions, the process is generally complex and time-consuming.

Our Money Blog Pro software offers a very quick and easy solution that can have ad units up and
running on your blog in two minutes flat.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- OTO Popup Builder Software
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Instantly Start Selling Your Own High-Quality Resale Rights Software In The HOT Internet Marketing
Niche... With All The Hard Work Done For You! As you probably already know, one of the fastest and
easiest ways to make money online is by reselling in-demand software products.

As an online software reseller, you don't have to worry about product development, working with
programmers or tweaking sales material. In fact, software resellers can make just as much money as the
product creator or more without having to do ANY of the work!
------------------------------------------------------------------------ OTO Popup Pro
At Last! Easily Generate 'Amazon Like' Upsells That BOOST SALES. If you looking for a way to sell more
products, whether you're selling products or giving them away, then this software will create upsells to
boost sales.

Here Are The Main Features...

Creates Fancy Upsell Pop-Ups In Minutes.
Easy To Use, Simply Fill-In-The Blanks.
Software Requires No Installation.
Option To Change Order Button Colors.
Works With Any HTML Coded Web Page.
Requires Upload Access To A Web server.
Can Be Used With Any Website URL.
Option To Add Order Button Call To Action.
Software Comes With Unlimited Use License.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- PLR Article Builder Software
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Are you looking for an easy way to build your own websites using PLR articles? This software gives you
and your customers a simple solution for turning ANY text article into a complete, ready to upload web
page by filling in a form and clicking a button.

You can build any number of pages using Private Label articles, articles you've rewritten, or even your
own articles. Plus you can include any ads or links on your article pages that you see fit. In no time at all,
you can have dozens of article pages working on your behalf to drive traffic and get more visitors to your
website and offers.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Portable Color Schemer v.3
Now you can stop wondering and envy how the pros can create the best-looking sites every single time
using only the best and most delicious color schemes that'll make you drool. The Handy Color Schemer.
A tool that I use and I am sure you will be delighted when you start using it.

As in all of my software that I have created, I have always thought of the ease of use for the user. The
Handy Color Schemer is an effective PC tool that you will need to build great looking websites. You will
be able to instantly tap into the colors that most designers have even forgotten about and spice up your
sites in a manner where it's subtle yet with maximized impact.

That's it! Now you can give any website be it your blog site or a sales copy or a corporate website a
gorgeous facelift, glowing with nicely themed set of color schemes! Even old websites or graphics can
look new and fresh with the color schemer.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Project Manager
Get Ready to Give Your Business a Huge Upgrade, Because You're About to Discover the Time Saving,
Profit Boosting Magic of. I know your time is valuable, so I'm just going to give you a quick description of
this incredible program. A software utility that's used to manage all of your projects. No matter how
many projects you're working on, you'll remain focused. The primary purpose is to allow you to create a
list of tasks or use a predefined list in order to track the progress of the project more easily and
effectively.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- Prospect List Builder
Here's The Ultimate Easy Way To Build Your Own Profit Generating Customer Email List On Autopilot.
This simple "set and go" system links directly with the popular Paypal payment service, automatically
adding your customer details as soon as they pay.

As you probably know, it's much easier to sell things to existing customers than to brand new prospects.
Once your business is established, many of your customers will buy from you time and time again.

This is why it's so important to build your own customer email list so you can keep in touch with your
customers, tell them about new products and offer them special deals.

Although it's possible to build a customer email list by manually adding the details of every customer
when they buy from you, it can be very time-consuming. Customer List Builder is a brand new, simple
tool which will automatically build your customer email list for you.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Push Magic PRO Edition

Turbo Push Push Magic: The Only Solution You Need To Allow Your Visitors to Opt-In & Re-engage Them
Effectively In Just A Few Clicks! Is there anything more important than getting your website visitor to
sign up for emails from you?

With Turbo Push Notification, you finally get the exact, simple solution you need to achieve this.
POWERFUL, the Push Magic is a super effective software. You install it and you quickly start seeing
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results. It's HIGHLY effective and SIMPLE to use.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Push Response Ad Campaign
The FUTURE Of List Building Is Here, No Need Email. If you are doing any sort of business online, I am
sure that you have been encouraged to build your list. Though it is true that the money is in the list,
what is not true anymore is that you would need email marketing to reach out to your list.

With the advancement of technology, a new platform has arisen that allows you to build your list and
send messages to your subscribers without ever using emails.I came across this technology recently and
I realize that though it is rather new, large companies such as Google, Apple, and Firefox are already
using it extensively. They released new technology which allows you to get way more traffic and sales by
sending messages directly to people’s computer desktops and to android mobile devices.

These are called Push Notification. But now this platform is made available and affordable for smaller
businesses such as yours and mine. This ad campaign product review is ideal for any affiliate marketer
wanting a pre-done-for-you review to start promoting this product straight away. Comes with a squeeze
page, an opt-in form, and OTO page.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ rFunnel

Want more profit per sale? Upsell with rFunnel. The best time to capture more of your buyer’s Interest?
Right after the sale when they are feeling good about your product and company. Quick And Easy Way
To Create Thank You Pages For Your Downloadable Products – And Substantially Boost Your Profits By
up-selling after the sale.

Most successful marketers use up-sells as a way of substantially boosting profits. rFunnel makes it quick
and easy for you to use the same powerful strategy to boost your profits. With all the benefits of this
superb software, you might expect to pay a lot for it.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Really Easy FTP
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Now there's a really easy way to upload all your website, blog and content to your web host without the
hassle. It's The Ultimate One-Click Solution. Really Easy FTP is probably the easiest uploader tool
available on the Internet.

Just activate the software, tell it where you have put your website files on your PC and then enter your
FTP information (the user name and password provided by your web host). Then just click a button and
the software will upload everything automatically.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Sales Page Sorcerer
Here's How You Can Create Sales Pages For Your Products - In Just Minutes. It's easy to create your own
product these days, with so much Private Label content available online. But most people still struggle to
create their own sales page - meaning that they never actually manage to sell their product.

Now, however, help is at hand... Our Sales Page Sorcerer software will help you create a sales page for
any product, just by filling in a series of boxes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Script Zen

Want scripts on your website? Adding Scripts to your website is one of the best ways to improve traffic
and sales, but they’re not easy to install without being a Tech Geek. If You Can Complete Form Fields
Then It’s Easy To Set-Up Your Own Scripts For Your Site In No Time, Only With Script Zend!
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As you probably know, scripts can add powerful features to your websites and offer an easy way to
boost your profits. The drawback is that installing scripts requires some technical knowledge, such as the
ability to create an SQL database. And this sort of thing can prove very difficult for inexperienced
webmasters.

But now with our brand new Script Zend Installer, just about anyone can install scripts by just filling in a
form and clicking a few buttons.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Search Engine Detector
Search Engine Detector offers a simple way to detect spider visits, automatically notifying you by email
that a spider has visited. This means you can perform updates when they are useful (i.e. after a spider
has visited) rather than continually performing unnecessary updates that never get seen by the search
engines. This can save you unnecessary work while allowing you to optimize your sites for search engine
benefits.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Software Super Pack: Auto Support Bot, Azon Com Pro, Easy Keyword Pro. Easy Upsell Pro. Headline
Maximizer, Instant Affiliate Brander, Instant Article Builder, Instant Ebook Slicer, Software Profits
Formula.

Today you can get hold of an amazing collection of quality software products you can use to boost your
business and income. These products have been professionally developed to help you enhance your
marketing and increase your profits. They include a simple setup tool and detailed instructions for each
one, making them quick and easy to use, even for complete beginners.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Testimonial Tool Software
This easy to use software makes it simple to add testimonials to your website. If you are a digital
entrepreneur selling digital products or services online, having testimonials on your sales page is
essential as this will help convince your readers to buy your product.

The fact is that not all products being sold online have real people who gave testimonials about their
products but merely dummy names and content. Inside this product is an amazing tool that will help you
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generate convincing testimonials that you can use in your product sales letter or pages.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- The 10 Minute Funnel Maker
Wanting to make sale funnels but not to sure where to start? Now you don't have to worry about any
third party online program where you get charged monthly fees. As this is a software that now allows
you to create your very own sale funnels within 10 minutes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- The Affiliate Marketers Toolkit
Stop affiliate marketing the hard way! At Last! You Can Affiliate Market Seamlessly…Without Irritating
Visitors to Your Sites! With the Affiliate Marketers Toolkit, YOU Can Increase Click Rates by as Much as
900%! Let’s face it, affiliate marketing sounds easy, but it’s actually pretty tough!

There’s no doubt, it’s probably the most difficult thing for any site owner to master. Frankly, affiliate
marketing is the only thing about site-building you can’t fake—either the clicks are there, or they’re not.
And when they’re not…the checks are small.

Of course, some people will tell you can do fine without using any special affiliate marketing tools.
WRONG! Just ask them how much their last Google AdSense check was for, and watch them look down
at the ground and mumble some lame excuse.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Traffic Scorpion
Naturally, Transform Any Scrawny Website Into A Content Filled Giant That Search Engines Flood With
Traffic. Send An Ever-Growing Avalanche Of FREE Search Engine Traffic Into All Of Your Sites On FULL
Autopilot. Invest A Few Minutes To Generate YEARS Worth Search Engine Optimized Web Pages That
Are Gradually Added To Your Sites For Maximum Search Traffic.
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If you're like most website owners, you want to tap into the massive amount of free search engine
traffic available. But, at the same time, you don't want to spend countless hours in dealing with search
engine optimization.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- True Tags
DID YOU EVER WONDER WHY YOU NEVER STOOD A CHANCE RANKING YOUR VIDEO? YouTube Cheated
You On Purpose. Here Is What You Didn't Know... NOW YOU CAN EXPOSE THEM. YouTube decided that
they did not want to depreciate the power of tags as a ranking factor, so they simply started hiding the
real tags on most videos.

If you're looking in the video page source and see the tags in the "keyword" section of the source, then I
assure you that most of the time you aren't getting the actual tags used in that video. I can also assure
you that pretty much all of the software you have that pulls video tags for you is really doing nothing
more than what you were doing manually.

Checking in the keyword section for the tags that YouTube says it's using. That is where my custom
software "TrueTags" comes into play. When you run the software it shows you 2 sets of information...
One set is the tags that YouTube wants you to think are his tags, and the other set you see is the actual
true tags for that video.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Turbo Dynamic URL
Get Your Affiliates INSTANTLY Up and Running By Giving Them The Easiest Way EVER To Offer Bonuses
For YOUR Product Today. Introducing the Most Effective, Fast and Empowering Affiliate Bonus Link
Generation Software on the Market, Allowing You to Boost Your Affiliates Efforts On Steroid. This
Miracles Software Allows Your Affiliates To Grab A UNIQUE URL of the Bonus page On Your Site so they
can direct their traffic to your product.

Once installed on your website, this software instantly allows your affiliates to register, add their
affiliate ID and their photo and start the magic. Affiliates can get a unique URL and send traffic to the
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“affiliate branded” bonus page of your product that is hosted directly on your website.

Within this package you will find the following modules:
Reseller Kit, Turbo Dynamic URL, User Manual, Video Tutorial, Affiliate Page, Email series, Graphics,
Optin Page, Promo Video, Sales Letter, Sales Letter Audio, Social Media, Thankyou page, VSL
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Turbo Gif Animator
Marketers have trouble to create an animated GIFs? But it is no longer now. Creating cool animated GIFs
is a piece of cake with Turbo Gif Animator, a software already created by Internet Marketer legend John
Delavera.

Turbo Gif Animator is a PHP software that allows marketers to create animated GIFs with their images
which are very easy to install, directly as a standalone software that users do not need to install
anything else.

It’s a software created to make social interaction easier and better so that users do not need to use
extra software.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ TurboZon Builder
Instantly Display Amazon Books With YOUR Affiliate IDs On ANY Page In Just A Few Clicks. How Would
You Like To Be Able To Instantly Display Amazon™ Books with Your Affiliate ID On ANY Page In Just A
Few Clicks?

I can hardly believe it myself, but it's true, we’ve finally solved that messy Internet Marketing problem
for Amazon affiliates that just want an easier and more straightforward way to display Amazon Books
with their affiliate IDs on ANY page online even inside a WordPress blog.

TurboZon Builder Is Now The Easiest Solution To Display Amazon Books With YOU AFFILIATE ID in ANY
Webpage and Allows YOU as an Affiliate To Monetize Them.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------

- TurboZon Builder Pro
Instantly Display Amazon Products in Your Pages In Just A Few Clicks. For a long time now, it’s been hard
for affiliates to find an appropriate no-fuss tool for this problem of display Amazon Books on ANY
webpage something that should be relatively easier in hindsight than it is. And strangely, I still hear
complaints about the complication of this process.

Despite the fact that there are now a number of seemingly good quality tools out there, that allow
Amazon affiliates to create affiliate pages with products in them. In fact, it sounds quite straightforward
if you know the process. But for anyone who doesn’t know yet, what is the point of making Amazon
pages?
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Viral Master List Builder
How To Setup Your Own Viral List Building System... Viral Master List Builder is based around the
concept of distributing your own product with Master Resale Rights. The use of Master Resale Rights is
well established as a way of spreading products around the Internet.

Building your own list is essential if you want your own successful online business. But as you may have
already discovered, building a list can be very hard work. It can take months or even years just to recruit
a few thousand subscribers.

But there are marketers on the Internet who've built lists of hundreds of thousands - and in some cases over a million subscribers.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Web 2.0 Traffic Generator
With Web 2.0 Traffic Generator, you can harness the power of these services to help boost your website
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traffic. The software allows you to create a special page on your website aimed at members of the top
social bookmark services.

On this page, you offer two special gifts that are exclusively available to members of the top social
bookmarking services. You can offer suitable ebooks, articles, software or anything else you own. You
create your web page with any HTML editor and then use your copy of Web 2.0 Traffic Generator
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Web Link Click Counter
Here's A Quick And Easy, Low-Cost Way To Track The EXACT Response To Any Ad, Anywhere. Any
successful marketer will tell you the importance of tracking the response to your ads. If you're sending
emails to your list, you should know how many people click on links in the email, so you can determine
whether the ad was of interest to your subscribers and whether your email copy was up to the job.

For ads placed on your web site, you need to see how many visitors are clicking on the ads, to determine
whether they could be improved. For ads placed elsewhere (on other sites or in other people's ezines),
you need to know not only how good your ad is but also how good that advertising source was, so you
can decide whether to use it again. To do all this, you need a solution called "ad-tracking".
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Web Photo Cash Saver
With this software, you buy just a few photos. The software will then show them in sequence to each
visitor. So when a visitor arrives at your site, they'll see photo 1 on the first page they view, photo 2 on
the second page they view, photo 3 on the third page they view, etc. If they get to the end of the
sequence, they will start again with photo 1, but since most visitors only visit a few pages of a website,
most visitors will see a different photo on each page they visit. Each visitor is tracked separately using
"cookies", so the system can handle an unlimited number of visitors.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- Web Profit Doubler
Here's How You Can Double Your Chances Of Generating Profits From Visitors To Your Website,
Automatically. Did you know that on the average website, 98% of visitors leave without ordering
anything? That's an awful lot of potential income lost. If you could reduce that figure down to even 96%,
that could double your income. That's where Web Profit Doubler comes in, allowing you to make a
second offer to those visitors who are leaving your website.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Web Traffic Spreader
Advertising online can be an expensive business, with quality solo ads often costing up to a hundred
dollars or more. And quite often those ads just don't perform as well as you might have hoped. But
without some sort of advertising, your business doesn't get the traffic it needs.

So how can you reduce the cost - and risk - of advertising online? It's simple - find other webmasters
selling something similar and then split the cost of the advertising with them.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ WP Baycom Pro
Here's An Easy Way To Make More Money From Your WordPress Blogs, By Adding Self-Updating Ebay
Auction Feed Ads To Your Blog Posts. If you're looking for an easy way to increase the profits from your
blogs, you'll be very interested in our new WP Baycom Pro software. This easy to use software inserts
ads at the end of your blogs posts, showing a selection of the latest eBay auctions relating to your niche.

These ads update automatically every hour, so your blog always shows the very latest auctions for your
niche. And all the ads include your eBay affiliate ID, so you earn commissions on any resulting sales
giving your blog an instant profit boost.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- WP List Pop
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Here's the quick & easy solution for building your email list from your WordPress Blog on autopilot.
Create professional, lightweight pop-up boxes ins seconds with this new easy-to-use WordPress plugin.
Simple and effect plugin to build your list and promote any offer. Easy to use software for creating and
editing your popup pages. Funnel control all aspects of your pop-ups. No programming, design or techie
skills required. Easy to use and install.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ WP Shield
Once you've used WP Shield to protect your pages, your customers will see special download links in
their web browser address bar. Customers will not notice anything unusual. Your complete download
page will appear to them exactly as it would have done without protection, but the link address shown
in the browser address bar will be different for each customer. If you consider the losses you could be
making as a result of theft and hacking, I'm sure you'll agree that you'll be needing this software.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- WP Sorceress
Easily Create Your Own Unique WordPress Theme - By Changing The Colors On Any Existing Theme.
There are thousands of WordPress themes available on the Internet - most of them free. But if you want
something a little different to all the other blogs out there?

Creating a completely new theme is well beyond the skills of most people - even with the best tools
available. But simply changing the colors of an existing theme can make it look completely different.
That's where WP Sorceress comes in. It is a simple tool that allows you to change the colors of the
elements of a theme.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Xyber Email Assistant
Free-Up A Fortune In Time Previously Spent Responding To Customer Support Emails. Turbo-Charge The
Growth of Your Business, While Freeing Up Your Time With Reduced Customer Support Hassles. Stay On
Top Of Your Business With The Ability To Instantly Respond To Email For More Satisfied Customers,
Affiliates, and Partners.
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There's one major stumbling block holding back the growth of your business. It prevents you from
staying on top of your business and those important to it from taking action. Customers hold off on
buying your products. Partners wait on sending out endorsements to their customers. And those you
outsource work to don't get the answer they need fast enough.
------------------------------------------------------------------------ YT Rank Analyzer
Discover How I Dominate YouTube And Build MASSIVE Targeted Lists For FREE... By Using Software To
Do ALL My Dirty Work. Since this message has EVERYTHING to do with YOUR online business and the
fact that it could be WIPED OUT by making one common mistake, you'll want to take a minute to read
this.

On the page below, I'll show you what that BIG mistake is... so you can avoid it. Not only that, but I'll also
show you the software I used to grow my subscriber list from 5,900 to over 33,000 in just 60 days. This
didn't require any hard work and I used only free tools to get these results. Using this simple system I
was able to rapidly grow my list each and every day by leveraging the power for "free traffic".

This product also comes with the source code, so you can edit it to make it your every own, or work
upon it.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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